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How to streamline your 
AP process and integrate 
it seamlessly with your 
business banking

Running a business comes with its fair share of challenges. 

Your accounts payable system shouldn’t be one of them.



Thankfully, integrated business banking programs and 

innovative financial technologies are making AP quick and 

effortless, with tools that manage your invoices, automate


your accounting tasks, and offer real-time insights into 

corporate spend.

In this guide, we break down eight 

key ways that the right tools can simplify 

your AP flow, including:

Uploading and organizing your invoices on a unified 

digital platform

Automating approval chains for smooth, secure 

authorizations

Making scheduled payments directly from your corporate 

accounts—no fees attached

Syncing directly to your accounting system for instant 

reconciliation and in-depth reporting

Your AP process is at the heart of your business and keeps 

your finances on course. With these simple tips, you can 

make sure it’s running flawlessly.

"Instead of managing 3 different 

systems, we run our AP, Banking and 

Corporate Cards all on one platform 

with Rho, greatly improving our 

efficiency and effectiveness.

Nevin Shetty 

CFO, Fabric
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AP pain points

To better understand the benefits we’re proposing,


first consider the worst AP has to offer:

Paper bills that pile up as they await manual data entry

Complex approval chains, where chasing down the right 

signature can take days or weeks

Outdated or isolated accounting software with 

fragmented visibility into company spend

These problems aren’t just annoying. They can pose real 

obstacles to growth by costing your business countless time 

and money in human error—not to mention destroying 

valuable vendor relationships if too many transactions go 

wrong. By following a few guidelines, you can trounce these 

pain points once and for all and make your AP process speedy, 

secure, and hassle-free.

1. Get Organized.

The first step to a streamlined AP process is to consolidate all 

of your bills and paperwork in a single, centralized location.


This could be a unique AP email address where all of your 

invoices are sent or a shared folder on Google Drive where you 

can upload each incoming bill.



It doesn’t matter which method you choose. It does matter 

that your invoices are neatly filed, clearly and consistently 

labeled, and instantly accessible to authorized members of 

your team.



This makes it easy for your AP department to pull supporting 

documents as needed and to promptly monitor, review, and 

enter invoices into your accounting system on a day-to-day 

basis.



The best way to accomplish this is to use a fully digital 

process. We’ll explain why next.
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2. Go paperless.

Traditional paper invoices generate a lot of friction and 

frustration. If you’re still receiving hard copies, someone on 

your team likely spends hours typing the details of each bill 

into your financial program and troubleshooting input errors. 

Paper invoices can also get lost in the clutter or misfiled, 

resulting in missed payments, late fees, and unhappy vendors.



The best AP platforms relay invoices directly to a dedicated 

inbox or shared folder. From there, data is automatically 

uploaded, populated, and mapped to your company’s 

accounting codes, saving your AP team substantial time and 

energy.



Since digital copies are stored on the system, team members 

can retrieve whatever information they need online, without 

having to ask a colleague to email, scan, or fax materials. In 

our current climate of dispersed work teams and mounting 

e-commerce, being able to access financial data quickly and 

remotely isn’t just convenient—it’s critical.



With invoice data and archives at your fingertips, business 

payments need not fall through the cracks.

3. Streamline approvals.

Identifying which managers need to review and authorize 

which invoices—and then tracking them down—can hold up 

important payments and lead to misunderstandings at every 

level.



For a more productive approach, seek out an AP product built 

with business teams in mind.



With team-oriented, collaborative AP platforms, it’s easy to 

customize permissions and automate approval flows based on 

factors like department or dollar amount.



Smart controls will then automatically determine which and 

how many approvals are needed for each invoice. For example, 

larger invoices might call for more (and higher-up) approvals, 

while smaller charges may only require one swift sign-off.



Ultimately, this leads to greater oversight and accountability, a 

clear audit trail, and a true team approach to finance—with 

tighter security and less interruptions to everyone’s workday. 
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4. Schedule your payments.

Once you’ve established a solid workflow around receiving, 

entering, and managing your invoices, your next step is to 

decide when and how to pay them.



Creating and implementing a structured payment schedule is a 

helpful way to simplify your AP process and upgrade your cash 

management at the same time.



Choosing one or two fixed days per week to issue all your 

payments will make it easier to prepare a budget and plan for 

future expenses.



For example, you could set a policy that payments are only 

released on Fridays. Then, each week, you can review your 

outstanding AP and prepare cash accordingly for upcoming 

bills.



Whatever policy you decide to enforce, make sure your 

accounting team communicates it directly and transparently 

to your vendors, so they know what to expect and can address 

any potential conflicts with their own schedule.
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5. Pay fast and fee-free.

With traditional AP platforms, it’s not unusual to wait 4 to 5 

days for payments to clear, and you’ll likely incur fees. Many 

platforms, like bill.com, charge $0.49 per ACH and ACH fees 

can range up to as high as $10 for each transfer. For a growing 

business these costs can add up—quickly. 



Worst of all, you’re typically expected to pay for these slower 

services through monthly SaaS subscriptions. SaaS rates alone 

could set your business back thousands of dollars—not to 

mention the fees tacked onto each and every payment.



Now, you can get efficient AP functions and a variety of 

payment options with no fees attached.



The best services offer advanced, fee-free AP tools and global 

payments as part of an integrated business banking platform, 

with no additional software required.



That means payments are not only fee-free but carried out 

with just a few clicks. Funds are drawn directly from your 

linked bank account, so payments can be crossed off your 

to-do list in a matter of seconds.
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6. Sync with accounting.

Balancing your statements and transactions is an essential 

part of corporate finances, but it can be a headache when 

banking and accounting tools are on disconnected systems.



The fewer platforms you have to juggle to close your books, 

the better.



Try an AP solution that syncs directly with your accounting 

software, so invoices and expenses are captured and 

reconciled automatically. This will significantly reduce your AP 

workloads, processing times, and mistakes, making accounting 

a breeze for everyone involved.

7. Make the most of 
your AP reports.

Balancing your statements and transactions is an essential 

part of corporate finances, but it can be a headache when 

banking and accounting tools are on disconnected systems.



The fewer platforms you have to juggle to close your books, 

the better.



Try an AP solution that syncs directly with your accounting 

software, so invoices and expenses are captured and 

reconciled automatically. This will significantly reduce your AP 

workloads, processing times, and mistakes, making accounting 

a breeze for everyone involved.

8. Build relationships.

With all of these automated and virtual processes, it can be 

easy to forget that there are people at the other end of every 

financial transaction. And people tend to perform better when 

they know (and like) who they’re working with.



It’s important for your accounting team to be able to 

communicate and forge genuine connections with your 

vendors’ accounting teams. You can start by making sure your 

AP team is easy to reach and responsive to your partners’ 

queries and concerns.



It’s not just good manners; it’s good for business. Having 

healthy relationships with your vendors will ultimately lead to 

faster response times on their part and greater flexibility 

across transactions. It also doesn’t hurt to be friendly if (and 

when) any problems arise.
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Make your move.

Business banking and financial technologies have advanced 

considerably in recent years, and there’s no need to be stuck 

with a tiresome and inefficient AP process.



It may seem like a herculean task to overhaul your AP flow, 

but—as with many changes for the better—the real trick is 

just getting started. It’s easier than you think.



If you’re looking for a quick way out of the gate, Rho is always 

here to help.

Our AP solution

Rho is leading the way on AP efficiency with smart, fee-free 

tools built into our business banking suite. Our platform syncs 

directly with your accounting software, so you can categorize 

and pay your invoices, automatically reconcile your expenses, 

and instantly close your books—all in one place.



 to read more about our AP functions and how 

they work with our commercial banking services, global 

payment options, and flexible corporate cards.



Or chat with our expert team to learn what our integrated AP 

and business banking platform can do for you.



Get in touch



Email a specialist at bank@rho.co or  with 

our team to get started with Rho. 

Visit our AP hub

schedule some time

Start

Your next chapter with Rho
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